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Introduction

The success of a company depends not only on product quality but also on 
salesmanship. The important part of salesmanship is advertising. In the 20th century 
drug manufacturers paid considerable attention for drug promotional campaigns. They 
developed memorable trademarks, established promotional departments, prepared 
international and original advertising campaigns. 

The pharmaceutical industry is today a global enterprise, but there were large 
international pharmaceutical companies at the beginning of the 20th century too. 
One of the biggest pharmaceutical companies was Bayer, part of I.G.Farben. This 
company had branch offices all over Europe and North and South Americas, its remedy 
promotion was unified. In this article Bayer`s advertising campaigns in two countries 
– the Czechoslovak Republic and the Lithuanian Republic in the years 1918 – 1940 
are reviewed. German drug companies were the biggest importers in both countries. 
Bayer was one of the largest exporters of medicines at that time. 

The archives and materials of funds of the Czech Pharmaceutical Museum in Kuks in 
the Czech Republic and Lithuanian museum of the History of Medicine and Pharmacy 
in Kaunas were researched. These museums house lots of Bayer’s samples: leaflets sent 
by post and given out by medical representatives, trade journals, trade catalogues, 
gift items to doctors (e.g. calendars) and to pharmacies (e.g. barometer-thermometer, 
diaries), letters to doctors and pharmacists and other materials. 

Professional print materials for pharmacists and physicians and lay media were 
another source. Bayer regularly published medicine advertisements in the professional 
print media of both countries and even in the lay press in Czechoslovakia. 

Bayer 

The company “Friedr. Bayer et comp.” was founded on August 1, 1863 by dye 
salesman Friedrich Bayer (1825-1880) and master dyer Johann Friedrich Weskott 
(1821-1876). The company manufactured and sold synthetic dyestuffs. Between 1881 
and 1913, Bayer developed into a chemical company with international operations. 
Dyestuffs remained the company's largest division but there were new fields of business 
too. The most important for Bayer's continuing development was the establishment 
of a major research capability by Carl Duisberg (1861–1935). Bayer was transformed 
into a joint stock company called "Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co." in 1881. 

Bayer's research efforts gave rise to numerous intermediates, dyes and pharmaceuticals, 
including Aspirin®, called the "drug of the century", that was developed by Felix 
Hoffmann and launched onto the market in 1899.

The creation of a worldwide sales organization was the most important factor 
in the company's development. Bayer had sold dyestuffs to many countries in 
its early years. By 1913, over 80 percent of income came from exports. Befo-
re World War I, the company had branch offices in Russia, France, Belgium, 
the United Kingdom and the United States. Bayer's development was interrup-
ted by World War I. The effects of the war were devastating. The company lost 
most of its foreign assets and the export markets. Sales in 1919 amounted to 
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only two thirds of the 1913 figure, inflation exhausted Bayer's financial reserves.  
There were a few important chemical companies in Germany; the biggest were Bayer, 
BASF and Agfa. In 1925 the president of Bayer, Carl Duisberg, initiated a merger of 
the major German chemical companies into a single entity known as the Interessen 
Gemeinschaft Farbenwerke, or I.G. Farben. Leverkusen became the headquarters 
for the I.G.'s pharmaceutical sales association, and the Bayer Cross was used as the 
trademark for all of the I.G.'s pharmaceutical products.

Bayer was the biggest pharmaceutical company in inter-war years; it has its branch 
offices and representations all over the world. In 1937 comp. Bayer had 93 branch 
offices in all continents including New Zealand or Japan. Fig.1 

Fig. 1. Bayer Arzjahrbuch 1932.
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The pharmaceutical market and industry of Czechoslovakia and Lithuania

The Czechoslovak Republic

Czechoslovakia was established on October 28, 1918 as one of the successor 
states of the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the end of World War I and as part of the 
Treaty of Versailles. It consisted of the present day territories of the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia and Carpathian Ruthenia. Newborn Czechoslovakia included some of the 
most industrialized regions, e.g. Bohemia and Moravia, of the former Austria-Hungary. 
Its independence and integrity existed only until World War II when Czechoslovakia 
was invaded by Nazi Germany and divided into the Protectorate of Bohemia and 
Moravia and the puppet Slovak State. German occupation ended on 9 May 1945 and 
the Czechoslovak Republic was re-established.

Pharmaceuticals and remedies were prepared by about 300 producers in interwar 
Czechoslovakia. Most of them were based in Prague and North Bohemia. The biggest 
producers were Fragner (Dolní Měcholupy in Prague,1930), Hell (Komárov in 
Opava, 1883), Medica (Smíchov in Prague, 1908), Norgine (Ústí nad Labem, 1909), 
Heisler (Chrást u Chrudimi, 1910), Chemical company in Bohumín with saccharine 
manufacture, (Bohumín, 1917), Remed (Karlín in Prague, 1919), Radiumchema 
(Kolín, 1927), Interpharma (Modřany in Prague, 1932).

The size of the drug market in Czechoslovakia in 1937 was about 300 million 
CZK. The share between remedies prepared according to prescriptions and proprietary 
medicines was about 1:1, about 30 percent of patented drugs were prepared in 
pharmacies, the rest in pharmaceutical companies. 

At the beginning of the thirties about 60 percent of patented drugs were imported 
from abroad – mostly from German manufacturers (70 percent), Switzerland (12 
percent) and France (9 percent). The number of imported drugs began to fall with 
growth of the Czech pharmaceutical industry. In 1931, the share of imported medicines 
constituted 70 million CZK, and in 1935 – 27 million CZK.1, 2

The production and sales of patented drugs were regulated by Government Regulation 
No. 26/1926 Coll. on manufacture of proprietary medicine. This regulation set also 
rules for remedy advertising and included promotional materials in authorized items. 3

There were 2102 patented drugs registered in 1937. 4-9

The number of pharmacies increased – there were about 800 pharmacies in 1918 
and about 1000 in 1938. The population of Czechoslovakia was 10 million, so at that 
time it made 11 to 12 thousand inhabitants per one pharmacy. 1,2

As stated above, the Company Bayer belonged to the biggest importers. Bayer 
authorized 88 proprietary drugs until 1931 (meantime called I.G.Farben); in 1937 they 
marketed 150 drugs, i.e. about 7 percent of registered medicines. Novocainsuprarenin 
inj. reg. no. 261, the first registered medicine, was registered on 27 October1923, 
Bayer’s best known remedy - Aspirin was registered on 18 January 1927, No. 29, 
decision No. 32.213/26. 4-9According to the law from 1883 (Regulation of the Imperial 
& Royal Ministry of the Interior and Trade No. 152/1883.ř.z., which regulates the 
rights of pharmacies in relation to trading in chemicals and other materials and similar 
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businesses) pharmacies were allowed to exclusively market prescription medicines. 
A new office of "submitter" - a person responsible for submitting drug registration 
applications - who had to be a pharmacist, an owner or a provisor of a pharmacy was 
established. This registration submitter managed remedy registration – even registration 
of remedies from pharmaceutical companies - and was responsible for its quality. Bayer`s 
registration submitter used to be, in 70 per cent of cases, the owner or the provisor of 
Adam pharmacy in Prague. After German occupation, German pharmacists Ph. Mr. 
Dr. K. Zieger and Ph. Mr. Dr. Fr. Prögler became Bayer`s registration submitter.4-10

As the exclusive representation of the Czechoslovak Republic was selected the 
Company “Pharma” Sperk&Prochaska, farm. přípravky „Bayer“, Praha.

The company was established by two partners, Jan Prochaska (*1855, Kazňov) and 
Vilem Sperk (*1860, Prague). The fields of their operation were business agency and 
factorage with pharmaceutical products and also toxins, in case their distribution and 
sales were not designated to pharmacies. The company was founded on September 
1, 1925, its first residence was in Hybernska street 40. The company dealt with 
collecting of orders and delivering to other plants. After four years of operation two 
new partners joined the company, Karel Prochaska and Hugo Herrmann become 
partners of the company on May 23,1930, two months later, on June 9,1930, Pharma 
Sperk`s founders Vilém Sperk and Karl Prochaska left the company. Despite this fact 
the company kept its original name. 

The company continued with its activities even in The Protectorate of Bohemia 
and Moravia during World War II. The Company Bayer took complete control of 
the Pharma Sperk Prochaska company which was therefore renamed on December 9, 
1940. The new name was Pharma „ Bayer „ Grobel & comp. Under the leadership 
of Josef Grobel, Otto Lukesch and Walter Ernst Adolf Mayer-Berge Pharma „ Bayer 
„ Grobel & comp, the company operated during World War II. Fig.2 The company 
was nationalized in 1948 and became part of the Sanitas national company.12

The Republic of Lithuania

The situation in the Republic of Lithuania was - as a result of many decades under 
Tsarist Russia occupation - different. The Vilnius University which was founded in 
1579 and played a distinguished role in training of pharmacists and establishing a 
scientific foundation for the profession was closed down by the order of Tsar Nicholas 
I in 1832. The Medical-Surgery Faculty was reorganized into Medical-Surgery Academy 
and closed in 1842 too. Pharmacists were not being prepared in Lithuania. Gradually 
Lithuania became only a distant province of the Russian Empire. 

The Republic of Lithuania was established on 16 February 1918. Lithuania was 
invaded and annexed by the Soviet Union (USSR on August 3) in 1940, when the 
Soviet Union formally annexed Lithuania, declaring it to be the fourteenth republic 
of the USSR. From 1941 to 1944, it was occupied by German troops. In 1944, the 
Soviets again annexed Lithuania. Lithuania declared independence on 11 March 1990.

When Lithuania declared its independence in 1918 medicine and chemical 
laboratories worked only in the town of Vilnius and its district. In 1919, Poland 
assumed control of Vilnius and the Capital was transferred to Kaunas. 
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Fig. 2. Dossier A XVII-104; box N.º 1278, Státni oblastni 
archiv Praha (State Regional Archive in Prague)
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The first drug manufacturing companies were established in 1921–1922 (“Vaistija” 
and Chemical & Pharmaceutical Laboratory “Sanitas” in Kaunas, “Galen” in Šiauliai) but 
in 1938 there were already registered eleven chemical and pharmaceutical laboratories 
in Lithuania: “Pharmakon” (Klaipeda, 1925), “Lithfarma”, “Vaistas” (Kaunas,1935), 
“GerMaPo”, “Central Public Drug Wholesaler” (Kaunas, 1928) and other.13

The size of the drug market in Independent Lithuania (1918-1940) ranged from 
8 million Lt. to 10 million Lt. The share between remedies prepared according to 
prescriptions and proprietary medicines was about 1:1, about one third of patented 
drugs were prepared in pharmacies, another third in pharmaceutical chemistry labs, 
and the rest was imported from abroad – mostly from German manufacturers.

In 1937, the share of imported medicines constituted 1.6 million Lt., and in 
1939 – 2.23 million Lt.14 

Merck, Riedel, Schering, Bayer, and Knoll were the German companies mostly 
advertising their production which indicates that their products comparised the major 
part of imported drugs.

Enterprises that wanted to sell their products in Lithuania had to present to the governing 
institution – the Department of Health by the Lithuanian Ministry of the Interior – drug 
samples, descriptions and three publications in medical press evaluating the efficiency of any 
drug intended for marketing. Drug samples were transferred to the analytical laboratory, 
and subsequently – to the institute of pharmacy for their content evaluation. Foreign 
enterprises had representatives or agents who took care of these procedures. 

The number of pharmacies was around 300-350 in interwar Lithuania. The 
population was 2,5 million, so at that time it made 7,5 to 8 thousand inhabitants 
per one pharmacy. 

Since 1926, regulation of drug imports in Lithuania became more stringent. That year, 
“The list of patented medicines allowed for importing into Lithuania, approved by the 
Council of Medicine” was published for the first time. This list contained 650 entries;

37 medications allowed for importing were produced by Bayer, 31 – by Merck, 
27 – by Boehringer, and 19 – by Schering.15

In 1928, this list was supplemented with 685 entries, 89 medications being 
produced by Bayer. This list of medications allowed for importing was expanded on 
a continuous basis.16 

Pharmaceutical manufacturers, including Bayer, did not focus on the individual market 
in Lithuania and worked with the three Baltic states - Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. 
Two branch offices of the company Bayer in Kaunas were mentioned - Otto Wittkopp, 
Kaunas, Jorgen Buch & Co., Kaunas, but no data about their activity were found. 17

Meanwhile, Bayer’s branch office Baltpharma in Riga (Latvia) was operating both 
actively and effectively. This subdivision represented Bayer in the three Baltic countries 
– Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. It published advertising editions in German, placed 
advertisements in local languages in the professional print media, sent promotion 
information to Lithuanian pharmacists and physicians, and took care of drug registration. 
At first, the branch office was established in Riga, in Pferde Street, and later on it moved 
to Kungu Street Fig. 3. We did not find the establishment date of this branch office, 
but from 1926 it led a creative advertising campaign of Bayer medications. 
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Advertising

Advertising was always an inseparable part of any trade, pharmaceutical trade 
not excluding. Trade and manufacture of remedies were always strictly regulated and 
remedy adverts had also many limitations.

Czechoslovakia

The manufacture and sales of patented drugs were regulated by Government 
Regulation No. 26/1926 Coll. on manufacture of proprietary medicine. This regulation 
set also rules for remedy advertising and included promotional materials in authorized 
items. Manufacturers who wanted to sell their products had to present to the Ministry 
of Public Health and Physical Education not only their drug samples, descriptions of 
remedies, information about pricing etc. but also all promotional materials. Advertising 
was allowed without limitation until 1938 when promotion of prescription medicines 
was restricted to professional press only. 

Lithuania

The Lithuanian Ministry of the Interior published the first document that set 
rules for medicine imports in 1927. The Department of Health was responsible for 
giving permissions and licenses to import medicines. Manufacturers who wanted to 

Fig. 3. Postcard, about 1930.
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sell their products had to present to The Department of Health three drug samples 
in original package, descriptions of remedies and three reviews from a head of some 
Lithuanian hospital. In that review he indicated that a particular medicine had been 
tested in his hospital, had been of a good healing quality and based on that he could 
then recommend granting permission for import of a new drug.

All imports of medicines that were analogous to domestic products were forbidden. 18 
This document was republished a year later. New rules were confirmed in 1928. 

The requirement to ask hospital directors for reviews was changed. From 1928 
manufacturers who wanted to sell their products had to present to the Department 
of Health three articles (from different authors) about a particular medicine. The new 
rules also allowed to import medicines that were analogous to domestic medicines. 19 

Public style of adverts

There were a few possibilities of remedy advertising targeted at public, including 
press advertisements. Another ways of remedy promotion were posters and leaflets 
shown in pharmacies and window displays. 

Press adverts

Publishing of drug advertisements in the lay press was forbidden in Lithuania, 
except for cases with special permissions issued by the Department of Health. 

Adverts aimed at public were published in the daily press, journals and especially 
in women magazines (e.g. Žena a domov – Woman and Home, Rozkvět – Blossom) 
Fig.4 or almanacs in Czechoslovakia. All those possibilities of drug promotion 
were restricted in 1938 when advertising of prescription medicines was limited to 
professional press only. 

Fig. 4. Rozkvět [Blossom], 1939.
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Fig. 4. Žena a domov [woman and home], 1938.
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Professional type of adverts

Promotional activities targeted at professionals, practitioners and pharmacists were 
more varied in both countries. Those included mainly professional press insertions in 
medical or pharmaceutical journals. 

The main journal for physicians in Lithuania was the “Medicina” (“The Medicine”) 
(1920-1944), and for pharmacists – the “Farmacijos žinios” (“The Pharmacy News”) 
(1923-1940). The majority of Bayer’s advertisements were published in the journal 
“Medicina”. The first advertisement by this company in the “Medicina” was published 
in 1929.20 

In this issue, Bayer (Farbendustrie) advertised remedy Casbis with Bismuth as an 
ingredient. The first advertisement in the journal “Farmacijos žinios” (“The Pharmacy 
News”) was issued in 1936. 21

Within three years (1936–1939) 10 different “Bayer” advertisements appeared in 
the journal. 

The last “Bayer” advertisement shows the company`s worldwide operations. 22 Fig. 1

Fig. 5. Bayer Cross, Farmacijos žinios, 1938.
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There were several medical or pharmaceutical journals in Czechoslovakia (Časopis 
lékařů českých - Journal of Czech Physicians (1862 – up to now), Praktický lékař - 
General Practitioner (1921 - 1950), Časopis československého lékárnictví - Journal 
of Czechoslovak Pharmacists (1882 -1950), Lékárnický týdenník - Pharmaceutical 
Weekly (1919-1924), Praktický lékárník - General Pharmacist (1932-1941). All these 
journals published advertisements of pharmaceutical companies. We could also find 
drug adverts in almanacs and year-books. 

Bayer`s remedy promotion was characterized by its originality and a large variety. 
Their adverts e.g. depicted buildings of a pharmaceutical factory, its equipment, 
test-tubes used for research and portrayed a chemist dressed in a white smock23, the 
strengths of one of the company`s plants are highlighted in the text: “State-of-the-art 
methods of thorough cleanliness and constant scientific observation guarantee the standardized 
quality of pharmaceutical chemicals”24.

A factory with two chimneys with the Bayer Cross on them is used as a common 
motive. Fig.5 

Fig.5. Bayer Cross, Price list, 1937.
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Great attention was paid to presentation of Bayer’s 50th anniversary. Fig.6
Some advertisements portrayed the company by illustrating its power or even a 

chemist at work in a research laboratory. Historical motives were widely used as well 
Fig.7, Advertisement ideas were mostly created by Bayer‘s advertising department in 
Germany. Sometimes we can find the same pictures appearing both in Czechoslovakia 
and Lithuania. Fig.8

Direct marketing, sampling

The company Bayer sent booklets, books, trade catalogues and calendars 
containing descriptions of Bayer`s medicines, their application and characteristics 
to general practitioners and pharmacists. These catalogues and calendars had a 
uniform appearance and similar content. The Czechoslovakian editions were issued 
in Czech and German. The Company Bayer published trade journal Terapeutické 
zprávy /Therapeutischen Berichte (1929-1941) in the Czechoslovak Republic. 

Fig. 6. Bayer's Anniversary.
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Terapeutické zprávy /Therapeutischen Berichte were based on the corporate 
journal Pharmazeutische Berichte.Fig.5 The content of the Czech edition compiled 
translated articles from the German edition and either scientific or amusing articles 
of Czech opinion leaders, case reports, and of course a lot of adverts. This journal 
was distributed among practitioners for free. The journal was published both in 
Czech and German. 

The Lithuanian situation was more complicated. Lithuania was a small country whose 
population numbers were below 3 million. Pharmaceutical manufacturers, including 
Bayer, worked with the three Baltic States - Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. The Company 
Bayer established its office for these three Baltic States in their geographical centre - Riga 
(Latvia) which took care of the entire Baltic region. Bayer`s information materials were 
not translated into local languages: Lithuanian, Estonian and Latvian, the company 
used to publish materials in German. Letters to doctors and pharmacist were written 
in the Lithuanian language, advertisements in the Lithuanian press were in Lithuanian 
too. Other information books and calendars were in German.

Fig. 6. Bayer's Anniversary.
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Fig. 7. Laflet Bayer.
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Price List 1938, CR.

Farmacijosžinios, 1937.

Fig. 8. Advert.
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Gifts, sponsoring

Pharmaceutical companies distributed gifts and small presents among practitioners 
and pharmacists – diaries, thermometers, paperweights…. Fig.9

Fig. 9. Barometer.
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Conclusion 

The Company Bayer had a unified marketing policy in both countries. Their 
international strategy was a matter of transnational corporation, as it is today. 

Their promotional activities were almost the same in both countries, they differed 
mainly in quantity and intensity. Czechoslovakia as a significantly bigger and richer 
country was an important market for the company Bayer. The number of registered 
remedies and intensity of promotional activities correspond to this fact. Lithuania was 
smaller with developing industry and that is why Bayer used the German versions of 
their advertising materials and focused more on direct marketing activities. 

Both countries developed their domestic pharmaceutical industry. In Czechoslovakia 
and Lithuania various campaigns, due to a strong nationalistic movement, were 
organized in order to encourage people to prefer domestic production. Lithuania 
paid great attention to the protection and development of domestic industry. This 
situation caused difficulties to foreign companies including Bayer that had to intensify 
its promotional activities.

Bayer advertising staff organized comparable advertisment campaign in both 
countries. This research will be carried on with the aim to include more countries.
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